
HEY PARENTS! 

For the past several months, Menlo leadership has been identifying our path forward as a church and 
what our strategic focus should be during the quarantine era.

It could make sense for us to hold on tight and hope that we return to the old version of ministry. But 
who knows how long this will last? I sure don’t.

For that reason, we aren’t content with waiting to see what the future might hold. Instead, we want 
to walk out in faith to create community and spread hope among adolescents, who desperately need 
both.

The truth is, students are battling hopelessness and loneliness. And I believe the answer to both these 
problems is the church. The church is a community of people who are propelled forward by the hope 
that Jesus died to ensure. 

For that reason, we aren’t going to hold back or step back when it comes to tackling both of these 
problems this summer. Here’s what we’re going to do: This summer, at Menlo Students, we’re going to 
Spread Hope. And we’re going to put everything we have behind this idea.

To battle loneliness and isolation, we’re going to:

• Produce LIVE services every Wednesday night at 7pm,* to help increase the engagement level  
      of our weekly experience.

• Hold House Party gatherings and encourage students to come, invite their friends, and  
      experience a high level of fun as an entry way into our communities.

• Brainstorm best practices to increase engagement with our current Life Groups both during  
      their Life Group meeting and outside of the Life Group meeting throughout the week. 

* Please note that our Wednesday services are replacing our current Sundays and Wednesdays 
programming.

To bless our communities, we’re going to:

• Catalyze a donation initiative that all of our students can participate in.

• Support local businesses and restaurants by highlighting ones our campuses identify.

We know that change comes at a high cost for some, but we also know a time like quarantine is a 
fairly pliable season to avoid the usual conflicts that might arise from a ministry change such as this.

If you have a student who won’t be able to shift from the Sunday meeting time to Wednesday, please 
reach out to your student pastor so that they can make sure your student maintains connection with 
their group in the other ways.

We are praying that God blesses this move and that we do not stay stagnant as a ministry; that we 
move forward, taking kingdom ground and spreading hope to students. We’d love for you to join us 
in that prayer!

Matt Lewis
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